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ITI Capital: Bank of Russia may deliver a 25-
bps rate cut

Bank of Russia Governor Elvira Nabiullina has held yet another traditional weekly
press-conference, making her final comments before the central bank's black-out
week ahead of a regular monetary policy meeting scheduled for April 24. Below are
the key highlights.

Takeaway: Nabiullina's tone has not changed and remains dovish. Essentially, size of
the cut - 50 or 25 bps - at the 24 April meeting is the only thing that is left
unknown. Therefore, the OFZ market welcomed the soft tone and extended gains.
The longest bonds advanced 2-2.5% since early trading. Short government bonds
assume almost a 50-bps discount to the key rate. CBR will consider a key rate cut
and its size at its next meeting.

OUR TAKE

We expect CBR to cut the rate by 25 bps, to 5.75%, and switch to more regular cuts
as part of state stimulus and social programmes. Therefore, by the year-end we
anticipate a 25-bps cut per meetings - on June 19, July 24, September 18 and
December 18, in total - 100 bps to 4.75-5%. Based on the current yield, OFZ is
expected to decline by 50 bps by the year-end.
Over the next 75 days, until the end of June, we expect RUBUSD to strengthen to
69-70 and OFZ to return to pre-crisis levels of February 20, which will contribute to
the rouble's further strengthening, but the Russian currency will continue to lag
behind OFZ yields due to low oil prices, that are unlikely to top $35/bbl by the end of
June, according to our forecasts.

OFZ AND THE ROUBLE PERFORMANCE

The OFZ government bonds market stabilized, with non-residents resuming
purchases of the bonds in April, the central banker said. According to the latest
statistics for March, foreign holdings accounted for 31%.
Over the next 75 days, till the end of June, we expect the OFZ market to recover the
pre-crisis level (February 21), which implies a 40 bps yields decline of the long bonds,
or a 3-4% price growth.
Mid-term bonds downside stands at 30 bps, which implies a 1-1.5% price growth.
RUBUSD is likely to strengthen to 69-70 by the end of June, up 5-6% from current
levels. Further performance will depend on the price of oil, our estimate for the price
range till the end of June is $25-35/bbl.
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RUSSIAN OFZ LOCAL YIELD CURVE,%

Source: Bloomberg, ITI Capital

COMMENTS MADE BY BANK OF RUSSIA GOVERNOR ELVIRA NABIULLINA ON KEY
TOPICS DURING THE PRESS CONFERENCE

LOWER VOLATILITY AND LOCKDOWN LIFTING

The international markets have recently witnessed yet another volatility surge, but
not as big as back in mid-March, and credit spreads have widened.
The media reported lately that many countries are weighing easing restrictive
measures, pushing the world economy smoothly towards recovery.

CPI GROWTH SLOWS DOWN

Russia's annual inflation was 2.9% from April 7 through April 13, below the target.
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Annual inflation accelerated slightly in March, from 2.3% to 2.5%. Consumer prices
increased by 0.2% during the week, which is lower than in the previous three weeks
(0.3%), but still at the upper end of the range typical of this week of the year.

INFLATIONARY EXPECTATIONS RECORDED MODEST GROWTH

Russians' inflationary expectations are demonstrating a temporary rise, CBR said.
Inflationary expectations were up 7.9% in March, observed inflation - 8.3%.

MONEY MARKET

Nabiullina said prospects of rise in loan rates very low.
The central bank has decreased banks' payments to the national deposit insurance
system to 0.1% from 0.15% until the end of 2020.
CBR sees no need for government to recapitalize banks by means of trillion-worth
OFZ programme lime in 2015 during financial crisis.
Quantitative easing (QE), and even more active, direct influence on the economy
from funds of the CBR, so-called "helicopter money," are not relevant for Russia, as
the regulator currently has enough standard monetary policy instruments at its
disposal (primarily policy easing).
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ITI Capital Ltd. (hereinafter, the “Company”) is not responsible for
and does not give any warranties in connection with the transfer of
marketing materials. This marketing document is for information
purposes only. Any information in this document is based on data
obtained from sources believed by the Company to be reliable, but
no representations, guarantees or warranties are made by the
Company with regard to the accuracy, completeness or suitability
of the data. The information contained herein does not constitute
the provision of investment advice. It is not intended to be nor
should it be construed as an offer or solicitation to acquire, or
dispose of, any of the financial instruments and/or securities
mentioned in this document and will not form the basis or a part of
any contract or offer.

Neither the Company, nor its affiliates, principals, directors,
employees or agents accept any liability for any direct or
consequential loss arising from any use of this marketing
document and any accompanying materials. Investors should
make their own investment decisions using their own independent
advisors, as they believe necessary and based upon their specific
financial situations and investment objectives when investing. This
material is not intended for the use of Private Customers as that
term is defined under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
in the United Kingdom. This material has been approved for
publication in the United Kingdom and European Union by ITI
Capital Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Services
Authority and a member firm of the London Stock Exchange.
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